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PrefaceRakshak Foundation was founded in 2006 by a group of concerned citizens fromIndia’s elite educational institutions working in USA. The Foundation seeks to createan informed society, aware of its rights and duties, and attempts to address barriersto an equitable and just society. Rakshak Foundation has been submitting wellresearched opinions on various bills being considered for presentation to the IndianParliament. Rakshak Foundation has been invited by the Parliamentary Committeesof the Rajya Sabha three times in the past two years to depose before them andpresent their views on proposed Bills which would affect the whole nation once theyare enacted by the Parliament.The Intern is a Final year post graduate student from Gokhale Institute of Politics andEconomics, Pune and has a keen interest towards social and developmental issueswhich are in fact determined through public policy. Hence research on how thesepolicies are formed and implemented formed the primary basis for the intern to jointhe internship.The two months I have spent working on my project in this internship has taught memany things and directly and indirectly. It has provided me with insight on a plethoraof public policy issues. Moreover with respect to my project, I have had stimulatedinteractions with highly experienced dignitaries as well as field visits to study policyresults at the grass root level to drafting of questionnaire and interpretation of resultsobtained from them.The research methodology followed is embedded with necessary guidelines whichmake this internship more primary research oriented and thus makes it feasible tocome up with original and feasible solutions by the end of the research.My research topic demands a feasible strategy and a working model on expansionand promotion of Rural Tourism in India. Thus my basic aim is to focus on identifyingthe role of major stakeholders in Rural Tourism and role of each in the industry. Ihope to do a fair job in proposing certain feasible solutions taking into considerationthe social as well as environmental impact of the same.
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At the end of this internship, I have gained insights on the ground realities thathamper development of the rural tourism. I have tried to propose a long termstrategy to cater to the problems at micro and macro level and develop a model forsustainable rural tourism.
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Executive Summary

My project deals with the expansion and promotion of Rural Tourism in India.Rural Tourism is a recent concept which has emerged as an outcome of evolutionof tourism industry in the twenty first century. Rural Tourism has beensuccessfully implemented in many developed parts of the world, where a highdegree of urbanization has stipulated a need to get in touch with their rural roots.However, in the context of developing countries as diverse as India, Rural Tourismholds great potential but equally great challenges. India holds all the necessaryingredients for a successful tourism industry; however, weak policy enforcementand neglect of tourism (especially sustainable and inclusive) have hampered thegrowth of the industry.The primary argument of advocating rural tourism is the economic benefits andecological and heritage conservation it brings about in the course of itsimplementation. For a plan to promote tourism to be successful, the important stepis to break the problem into pieces and work with the individual pieces.For basic understanding of the components of rural tourism, sufficient backgroundreading has been done. Then a SWOT analysis has been done to evaluate thestrengths and weaknesses of Rural Tourism in India, with an objective to aid infurther planning. The SWOT analysis reveals that a major opportunity lies in theform of Information and Communication Technology, which has the potential togreatly reduce the current impediments in tourism development, which primarilyis a lack of awareness among the tourist segment not just internationally, butdomestically as well. Social Media would play a great role in the future incoordinating the demand side as well as the supply side leading to an expansion inthe tourism industry, with a greater efficiency.Apart from secondary research, the primary research has been in the form of asurvey and two field visits, apart from interactions with my mentor which have
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provided me with insights which wouldn’t have been possible through secondaryresearch. The survey revealed that the bulk of population in their twenties andearly thirties want to experience rural tourism that too in home stays rather

than lodges.The survey also revealed that the brand appeal and physical infrastructure of thesite are the most important parameters vis-à-vis other parameters likeaccessibility (which are though important as well).The key recommendations of the project up to now are:-
 There is no general model to Rural Tourism development in India, there can beonly some basic guidelines which can be followed. In a country as diverse,different projects would require variable funding depending on the nature ofproject and its scope.
 The Rural Tourism projects implemented by the Central Government need tobe passed in phases, with fewer projects ranked on the basis of their scopeattracting more funding. This would ensure full development of infrastructurefacilities and adequate marketing for the project to be a success.
 The Rural Tourism sites need to be developed in the vicinity of some major cityor an established tourist spot.
These are some of the recommendations which are very much feasible and involveonly structural changes, and might go a long way in expanding the rural touristmarket in India.
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1. Introduction

“The Soul of India lives in its villages.”- Mahatma Gandhi

“India is the cradle of the human race, the birthplace of human speech, the

mother of history, the grandmother of legend, and the great grandmother of

tradition. Our most valuable and most astrictive materials in the history of man

are treasured up in India only! “– (Twain)
1.1 Background InformationIndia represents one of the largest potential tourism markets in the world.Tourism in India is a vibrant tertiary activity and a multi-billion industry, and isan important catalyst in the socio-economic development in modern times.According to United Nations, Tourism is one of the biggest peace-timeindustries and if practiced in a responsible and sustainable manner can bringabout growth and other economic benefits in an equitable manner which is anecessary condition for equilibrium to sustain.On World Tourism Day, 2011, celebrated on 27th September every year, the UNSecretary General spread the following message:-
“Tourism’s ability to generate socio-economic opportunities and

help reducing the gap between rich and poor is more important than ever.”This statement acquires acute significance in the wake of the recent economiccrisis. Hence tourism’s role in the society and the economy must be rooted indue cognizance to the contribution of tourism in development process andaccording to its rightful place in economic planning and programming.
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1.1.1 Trends of Tourism in IndiaThe tourism scenario in India is turning optimistic post recession period.According to Ministry of Tourism annual report statistics of 2011; from anegative growth of tourism of about -2.2% in 2008-09, growth registered up to8.1% in 2009-10(though still India’s share of World tourist traffic is a dismal0.7 %.)A pertinent area worth noticing is is relation between growth in tourist arrivalsand earning during this period. In Rupee terms, the annual increase in earningshas been much faster than that of the figure of arrivals with growth figures forboth at 8.3% and 18.1 % respectively.
Table 1: Tourist Inflow in India.

The domestic tourist data reveals that a large share of the traffic comes fromfive states which are Andhra Pradesh (155.8 million), Uttar Pradesh (144.4million), Tamil Nadu (111.6 million), Maharashtra (48.5 million) and Karnataka(38.2 million) and constitute about 67% of the total traffic in 2010.
It is also interesting to observe two main features of Indians; overseas travelpatterns.

 An increasing number of Indians taking international vacations over theyears, which grew from 7.2% in 2005 to 12.3% in 2010 which isindicative of the fact that when global tourist movements fell
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substantially due to recession, Indian outbound traffic grewconsistently. (Tourism, 2012)
 The difference in inbound and outbound tourist numbers where thelatter can be seen double to the former numbers. The growth inoutbound travel might be an outcome of many factors, most importantbeing increasing wealth and prosperity and a growth in travel and lifestyles.

Other factors include ease in getting documents like passport, visa, relaxationin regulations, better travel awareness etc.
Table 2: Outbound visits from India. Source- Tourist Statistics , GOI.

1.1.2 Rural TourismIndia offers unmatched potential for tourism. Its USP primarily lays in itsancient civilization, cultural diversity and heritage sites which have alluredtourists since time immemorial.It’s imperative to note that tourism in the sense of the word is dynamic innature and as time has passed, it has incorporated into it new dimensionsreflective of changing consumer patterns such as environmental consciousnessand link of tourism with economic development. Out of this comes the conceptof Rural Tourism as a new, sustainable tourism product offering.
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One of the most important pre-requisites for a thorough understanding of ruraltourism is to know what it essentially is. Rural Tourism has a very specificdefinition and it’s imperative to know that not all tourism that takes place inrural areas is “rural” per se. It can be urban tourism merely located in a ruralarea.
Tourism is termed rural if rural culture is a key component of the product

being offered. Depending on the primary activity associated with suchtourism, the terms used are Agri-Tourism, Eco-Tourism, religious tourism,Heritage and culture tourism. The distinguishing feature of rural tourism is theparticipation of tourists in activities, traditions and lifestyle of the localpopulace. (R.Gopal, 2008)Since tourism is primarily a consumer activity, studies on it are basicallydemand driven. The attractiveness of rural areas for tourism is associated withthe image of rural areas which is the traditional and romantic idea of the simplelifestyle, intact nature and man’s integration with his natural environment.Thus nostalgia, need for reintegration of the lost link with nature in anincreasingly complex, congested, stressful urban surrounding constitutes theprincipal attention of rural area (Kastenholz, Davis, Paul 1999).The Rural Tourism initiative in India was born out of The InternationalConference and Exhibition of Rural Tourism in India organized by Federationof Indian Chamber of Commerce and Industry in 2001 which was adopted bythe Ministry of Tourism, government of India in its National Tourism Policy of2002. One of the outcomes of this was the Endogenous Tourism Projectbetween the United Nations Development Programme (UNDP) and Ministry ofTourism in 2003. The project was implemented across 36 sites in 20 states ofIndia. The Ministry of Tourism has also commissioned 43 more sites withpartnerships with State governments and Public Institutions such as NABARDproviding investment for Rural Tourism.
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1.1.3 Impact of Rural Tourism

Figure 1: Impact of Rural Tourism
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1.1.3.1 Economic Impact
Table 3: Income in Chougan
Source:- EQUATIONS.

 If the Rural Tourism project turns out to besuccessful, there is a huge scope foremployment opportunities which would freeup the agricultural community fromagriculture which provides marginal returnsand put them into the highly lucrative tourismsector. This has proven to be successful inBanvasi for example, where the implementingagency reports have mentioned employmentopportunities created for 69 families throughthe endogenous tourism programme and hasbenefitted each family by Rs 3000 as perestimates.
 Inclusive growth: One important issue India needs to address is economicinequality. In today’s capitalistic setting, it is imperative that any growth thathappens need to come from within to promote development. This can onlyhappen when the community takes to itself the expansion of touristdevelopment through community ownership of tourism resources.

1.1.3.2 Socio-Cultural Impact

 Rural tourism provides a link between the urban and rural sections of thesociety. Most of the urban class in India has rural roots, and rural tourism canbe a key link in strengthening of the roots.
 The most important impact rural tourism has on the cultural aspect is that itrevives interest in lost culture and traditions of the village by creating a
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demand for local crafts. But this is not the whole picture and a balancedapproach should be followed.  With the demand for the crafts, Artisans tend tosway of traditional practices and over price and undercut so the tourists end upfeeling cheated and disillusioned.
 Rural tourism plays an instrumental role in empowerment of women.Traditionally in rural societies, the work involved is physical labour, and thework done by women, although strenuous, has negligible market value. Also,the patriarchal system is very strong in such areas. Hence development oftourism infrastructure will lead to appropriate skill based training of women,which will make their work with a proper value in the market, and make themmore independent.

1.1.3.3 Environmental Impact

 Tourism is associated with negative externalities in terms of its effect on theenvironment. It is seen that with blatant disregard for the environment,tourists end up destroying the ecological environment with their carbonfootprints.
 Development of tourism and physical infrastructure leads to exploitation ofresources in the already resource scarce villages. However this is where ruraltourism differs from conventional tourism, especially in the case of Eco-Tourism, which is based on conservation of environment whilst promotingtourism. This is only achieved when the primary stakeholders involved are notoutside agencies to whom the social cost of tourism projects are zero but ratherthe local community ; to whom which the social cost is as important as theeconomic cost.
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1.1.4 SWOT AnalysisA SWOT analysis is known as strength, weakness, opportunities, threat analysiswhich ideally describes all facets of outcomes of a project. I did a SWOTanalysis of Rural Tourism in the first two weeks and the results of which aredescribed below.
 STRENGTHSIndia’s Rural Tourism potential lies in the wealth of heritage value, culture andnatural resources that span the country. The World Economic Forum’s travelcompetitiveness index ranked India 9th in natural resources and 24th in culturalresources in the world.
 India is diverse with mountain ranges in the north, Thar Desert in thewest, Deccan plateau, Western and Eastern Ghats. This diversity alsotranslates into its cuisine and culture, with a range of experiences instore for every tourist in the country.
 The diversity of India translates into immense scope for religioustourism in the country, which can reinforce the scope of rural tourism astourist inflow would be present.
 The motto ‘Atithi Devo Bhava’ which the Government of India uses forits Incredible India campaign is truly followed in the Indian villageswherein there is a general hospitality for outside guests which is one ofIndia’s primary strengths.

 WEAKNESSES
 The primary weakness of Rural Tourism in India is the lack ofawareness and proper marketing within the tourists of the potentialwhich exists in Rural Tourism.
 There is a serious lack of policy regulation in the country regardingtourist facilities in which according to WEF’s index, India ranks 124th inthe world.
 India lacks in infrastructure facilities (both physical and tourist) and allthe rural tourist projects have partially completed or incompletefacilities of drinking water, sanitation, security etc.
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 OPPORTUNITIES
 India’s consumer preferences are changing since the rise in economicgrowth after 90s which gave rise to a new middle class which seeksmore of an experience based tourism experience.
 Information and Communication Technology is a tool which can beeffectively harnessed in the expansion and promotion of rural tourismin India. Social media applications like Facebook, Twitter, etc. are a lowcost solution for marketing of tourism sites and can be used both bysupply side and demand side to improve market outcomes.

 THREATS
 The Rural Tourism scheme should be followed in phases in a gradualmanner since there is xenophobia among the villagers due to the starkcontrast in the lifestyles of villagers and tourists.
 The Eco-tourism hotspots in the country have a carrying capacity whichcan create ecological destruction if crossed beyond a certain limit. Thiswas also mentioned by Ms. Seema Bhatt in a discussion wherein filmscan have a negative impact on the tourist site which can be very fragilein nature.
 The funding provided by the government is for too many projects withthe funds being too little. This results in partial and incomplete projectswhich do not serve any purpose.
 The utmost requirement is that the heritage and culture of tourist areasshould be maintained and not left open to destruction through naturaldecay or vandalism by necessary enforcement by the authorities.
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Figure 2- SWOT analysis.

1.2 Strengths and OpportunitiesThe opportunities on which the concept of Rural Tourism can thrive and reallydevelop are only possible now, with the primary tools being the role ofInformation and Communication Technology and Corporate Social Responsibility,with both of them having equal importance in the efficiency they can bring into theRural Tourism model. These two opportunities hence obviously find their place inthe recommendations section.Both of these opportunities have been explained as follows
1.2.1 Information and Communication TechnologyThe revolution in Information and communication technology has profoundimpact on socio-economic development and has pervaded into every sphere ofhuman life. Incorporation of ICT through dissemination, propagation etc havebecome essential for any country’s development. Looking in terms of supply anddemand, the most important benefit associated with ICT is the supply ofinformation which has increased manifold over the previous decades. It has also
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majorly contributed to the reduction in the cost of production wherein knowledgeis produced , transmitted and accessed with minimal costs. This reduction in costof transmission has resulted in increased efficiency and reduction in uncertainty.But perhaps, the most important benefit of incorporating information andcommunication technology is the insignificance of distance and geographicalboundaries which no longer matter. The world has become more accessible andsmaller due to this regard. Buyers and sellers of goods and services can interactacross national borders, which have entirely changed the market structureinherent till now. Another fact is the inclusion of greater transparency as a result ofelimination of asymmetric information on account of greater information sharing.Tourism is one such sector which is the epitome of integration of ICT with theeconomy and its potential benefits.
1.2.1.1 Economy and ICTThe development of ICT has revolutionized contemporary business environmentand marketing. The development of these technologies has created a global marketplace with increased competition and greater efficiency.The development of ICT affects the Economy in the following ways:-

 Globalization of markets.
 Export of a wider range of goods and services.
 Improvement in efficiency of firms.In the context of Rural Tourism, this means that a person in a country as far asSweden can access about handicrafts of a local Indian village without any cost.At the micro level, the benefits of e-commerce are more visible. The culture ofbusiness has changed through better intra firm communication, cost savingprocedures and reductions in the costs of inventory management. This hasresulted in a more efficient method of capital accumulation for a firm. In fact, thesuccess of Indian economy in the last two decades has largely been attributed tothe development of service sector driven by the growth in ICT.
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1.2.1.2 ICT and Rural TourismTourism and essentially Rural Tourism is a highly information intensive industryand hence ICT has a conspicuous impact on development of the industry andultimately the economy. The primary imports that ICT brings with itself into thetourism industry are tools, distribution channels and an entirely new businessenvironment. Information being the most significant element in the tourismindustry in both the supply as well as demand side, ICT brings increasednetworking, distribution of product services and provision of information to all theconsumers of the sector.ICT affects the tourism industry in the most obvious basic ways to increasinglycomplex ones. For example, people use internet to identify a tourist site and plantheir vacation but ICT is also used through Geo-spatial information technologiesused by tourism professionals to define the boundaries of a potential tourist spotand also gathering of information regarding to the accessibility of the tourism siteand gather data on different utilities such as water, power etc. It can also be usedby professionals for site monitoring and management.Other widely known roles of ICT in the tourism industry are marketing andoperations management.
1.2.2 Corporate Social ResponsibilityIndia is land of vast inequality. Indian villages are in a state of neglect andwidespread underdevelopment. The current problems which handicap the growthof the Indian society include poverty, malnutrition, illiteracy, high mortality whichare the most apparent in the rural areas. In the Twenty first century, it has come tobe known that Government efforts are inadequate to tackle all these problems byitself, and it is time to reap dividends of the beneficiaries of the rapid economicgrowth of the country in the previous years, which have been the big corporatehouses in the country, which sprung up post 91 reforms.  Corporates have aconspicuous role in the development of society and environment, as they derivetheir profits from the resources of the country only. Hence, in recent years therehas been a shift in ideology of the corporate from a profit maximizing entity to a
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socially responsible one as well. The mandate of CSR or corporate socialresponsibility has largely been to invigorate sustainable economic developmentwith the society being the primary beneficiaries.The documentation on CSR has been very rare given it being a new concept, tillnow restricted to developed nations. Hence, documentation of CSR in India is rare,and finding secondary research material on CSR practices in Rural Tourism inIndia has been very hard, so I’ve provided whatever observations and inferences Icould gather from varied sources.Arora and Puranik(2004) have researched on CSR trends in India and haveconcluded that the private sector has benefited immensely from the liberalizationand privatization processes.Rural Tourism comes under the ambit of Rural Development on which corporatesuch as Vedanta Aluminium ltd, Tata Steel, Dr. Reddy’s labs, Lupin India, AmbujaCement, Bharat Petroleum, SAIL have invested in capacity creation of rural peopleas a stepping stone towards rural development. A study by Dr. SanjayPradhan(2010) has revealed that  there are not many companies which have theirown foundation or a CSR division and hence they tie up with NGOs or tie up withgovernment as a significant example of the PPP model.It is very evident that the underlying motif of any rural tourism scheme is ruraldevelopment. CSR can help in the tourism part indirectly through creation ofinfrastructure facilities in villages which not only promote rural development, butcan remove the bottlenecks in boosting and exploiting the tourism potential in thearea.The survey by Dr. Pradhan studies the CSR activities of 14 top companies in Indiatowards the development of the rural poor. The following parameters have beentested:-
 EmploymentThe Grameen LABS programme implemented by Dr. Reddy’s labs inassociation with the Ministry of Rural Development aims to provide 35,000
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jobs to rural youth in seven states of the country, in helping with Bananaplantations with an average income of Rs 2000 per month with also asupplement of Rs 8000 per annum.
 HealthThe study reveals that many companies have set up health camps to createawareness and invest on health issues like immunization, blood donation,water purification etc. SAIL has conducted 265 health camps covering up tomore than 4.5 lakh villagers up to 2010. This is a vital investment withintourism infrastructure along with proper education facilities.
 EducationWhile Aditya Birla Group has provided education to 62,000 students livingin proximity to their plants by running 26 formal schools, SAIL has servedmore than 138 schools in areas next to their plants serving around 80,000children.
 EnvironmentSome of the methods undertaken by companies for sustainabledevelopment have been planting of trees, watershed management, andwaste management. SAIL has planted about 13.5 million trees while Coca –Cola India Inc has improved the lives of more than 1,40,000 people throughits water conservation efforts.
 InfrastructureInfrastructure development of roads, electricity, water management,sanitation, school, health etc. have been provided by companies such asLupin Human Research and Welfare Foundation’s ‘Apna Gaon Apna Kaam ‘initiative which has covered about 38,000 villages in India. SAIL has beeninvolved in construction of pukka roads providing two lakh people acrossfour hundred and thirty five villages. HUDA or Hyderabad UrbanDevelopment Authority has worked with Coca Cola India in providingrestoration of water in check-dam areas.Overall, CSR in India has been of positive influence to Rural Developmentand is a harbinger of funds to NGOs which provides efficientimplementation of rural tourism projects and schemes and hasn’t replaced
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Government efforts but in fact has been influential in making governmentschemes more efficient through the Public Private Partnership channel.
The following table summarizes the details of CSR initiatives by variousIndian companies:-
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Table-4. Source- (Sanjay Pradhan, 2010)
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1.3 Main Problems, their scope and impact on the societyThe main problems which are plaguing the society relating to tourism and theopportunity costs are discussed below.
 Economic leakagesThe primary economic rationale behind tourism lies in the fact of its linkages withother sectors of the economy, which has the potential to increase the prosperity ofthe local community. This argument won’t hold if there are economic leakages inthe form of repatriation or other means. For example, if the investment isexogenous, the benefit to the local community would be marginal. Hence what isrequired is inclusiveness in tourism only then which can Rural Tourism lead toRural Development.
 Seasonal DemandA major problem with Tourism, especially in India is the seasonal nature oftourism, which is primarily either in autumn or winter (summer months for highaltitude areas). Majority of heritage areas which are situated in Uttar Pradesh,Madhya Pradesh, Haryana, Rajasthan, the summer months of June and July are toohot to be viable for any tourism. Hence tourism in those months is negligible andhence is not a permanent source of income for the villagers. This can be tackledthrough a suitable plan of action in collaboration of villagers and NGOs with thegovernment wherein half the year is engaged in tourism and the other halfdedicated to agriculture. However, implementation of this would be verycomplicated in nature.
 Environment damageThe current model of Tourism which is followed has a lot of negative externalitiesand affects the nature and environment adversely in the form of pollution andaccumulation of wastage. Tourism development doesn’t come at the cost ofenvironment but can rather have a role in conservation of environment.
 Mindset of Community
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Rural Tourism projects can only be carried out effectively if the local communitiesare willing to understand the benefits Rural Tourism can bring to the communityand that they are the primary stakeholders of the projects and not any outsideagencies. But this is not being followed as even in Rakhigarhi the local communitywas not aware on the importance of Indus Valley Civilization in a historicalcontext.
1.4 Goals and ObjectivesClearly convey the goals and objectives of your project in accordance with thesynopsis of the same provided to you.The primary aim of my project is to formulate a feasible strategy to expand andpromote Rural Tourism in India . But to achieve the objectives, the entire topicneeds to be deconstructed and studied each component of it to come up withworking plans that can help reach the objectives. This can be done by working inan organized procedure and working in the following steps.
 To understand the potential of Rural Tourism.
 To find out the impact of rural tourism for our society.
 To identify the challenges and opportunities in rural tourism.
 To identify the essential elements for development of Rural Tourism.
 Conduct a study to understand the taste and preference of different classes oftourists.
 Study the Challenges in implementation of Rural Tourism.
 Study the impact of marketing of Rural Tourism in India.
 To develop a strategic marketing plan for rural tourism.
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2. Methodology

2.1 Literature SearchA lot of literature study was and needs to be done for research in this area sincethe topic is theoretical and secondary data formed the primary basis for research.The following papers have been studied in detail.
2.1.1 Redefining tourism: experiences and insights from rural tourism

projects in India.The report has discussed in detail the experiences of the pre-existingendogenous tourism projects which have been started in the countrysince the inception of the National Tourism Policy, 2002.
2.1.2 Evaluation study of Rural tourism Scheme:This report published by Mott Mac Donald under the market researchdivision of Ministry of Tourism, Govt of India. Was to study and evaluatethe Rural Tourism projects which have already been implemented bythe central government on various parameters. The parameters onwhich the Rural Tourism project has been evaluated can be broadlycategorized as

o Basic Infrastructure facilities such as sanitation, drinking water andother amnesties
o Accommodation and food facilities
o Awareness of site importance and guide training
o Hygiene conditionsThis kind of an impact assessment provided me an overview of thefactors which are primarily responsible for the success of a tourismproject which comprise of the Hardware (physical Infrastructure),Software (Tourism Infrastructure) and Marketing and there ultimatelyneeds to be a balance between these three broad dimensions.
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The report also explained the reasons certain projects have proven to besuccessful while some have failed despite almost the same level of fundingby the central government and hence a model blueprint can be createdwhich can be generalized for all future RT projects.
2.1.3 ITRHD Reports.The annual reports and other publications of Indian Trust for RuralHeritage and Development were provided to me by my mentor Shri S.K.Misra. The publications covered a range of issues mainly relating to heritageconservation. This report introduced me to the site of my first field visitwhich was Rakhigarhi. The reports also included many pieces on differentaspects of rural tourism development on like role of Information andCommunication Technology, case studies relating to domestic andinternational comparisons, and research reports on different forms of ruraltourism, including Agri-tourism, Eco-tourism and heritage and culturebased tourism.My mentor suggested me to go through projects of ITRHD, which includedthe three villages of Azamgarh, The temples of Maluti in Jharkhand, and thevillage of Rakhigarhi.

2.2 Field VisitsThe most important field visit was the field visit to RakhiGarhi village inHissar district of Haryana. The field visit consisted of the stakeholders whoincluded the Sarpanch of the village and Mr. Wazir Chand Saroe, who headsthe ‘Friends of Archaeology’ organization there. The interviews included aset of comprehensive questions on parameters which have been discussedbelow in the paper and visitation of sites and inspection of the places by mewhich have been photographed as well.
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2.3 SurveysThe intern carried out one survey in the course of the internship. Tourism isexplained by two approaches, which are the supply and demand approachesrespectively. Hence the survey which was first carried out was of the demandside, which is represented by the tourists.The Survey aimed to understand the preferences and tastes of tourists withregards to Rural Tourism in India. A short yet concise questionnaire was builtby me using internet as a tool to understand all the dimensions of touristactivity.The sample of the survey has been 250.
2.4 Meetings and InterviewsThere have been two meetings with my mentor which have been primarilyregarding the structure of the project and research to be undertaken. The firstmeeting was an introductory meeting wherein I was briefed with the primaryresponsibilities and the literature I would be following. The second meetingwas an update on the first meeting where we discussed the current state of myresearch and the future incorporations into my project and the field visitswhich would be needed to be done.

Date Name Designation Institution Topic of Discussion03/06/2014 Ms. SeemaBhatt Vice President Eco-TourismSociety ofIndia
Eco-Tourism as anengine of SustainableTourist Development.16/06/2014 Mr. Dinesh Sarpanch RakhiGarhi State of Rural Tourismin Rakhigarhi16/06/2014 Mr. WazirChand Saroae Manager Friends ofArchaeology,Rakhigarhi.
State of tourism inRakhigarhi.

Table 5- Field visit meetings.
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3. Current NGO and Government EffortsRural Tourism is a niche concept and has only been given focus in India throughthe initiative of the Central Government which started from its National TourismPolicy, 2002, which was the first policy to discuss the potential of Rural Tourism,its benefits and its link with rural development.All three forms of governments have an instrumental role in different prioritysegments of Rural Tourism the most important of which is funding.These surmise the macro level of the policies which will be discussed in detail. Themost important though are the micro developments in which the local governmentand NGOs play an instrumental role in actual implementation of the projects.
 Central GovernmentThe Central government came up with the National Tourism Policy of 2002 whichidentified tourism as a harbinger of development. The report followed from thetourism revolution that was sweeping the world since the last four decades.According to the Ministry of Tourism statistics, the number of tourists projected in2020 is likely to reach 1.5 billion by 2020 and the receipts from it are expected tocross $2000 billion. This would reflect a missed opportunity as India’s currentshare of world tourist traffic is a dismal 0.38%.The Ministry of Tourism in the national executing agency for all centralgovernment funded rural tourism projects.The following table portrays the state wise performance of rural tourism projectssanctioned by the central government.
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Table 6. Source: Annual report, Min. of Tourism, 2012.The results of this can be summarized in the following chart:-

Figure 3. Source: Annual Report, Min. of Tourism, 2012.
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 State Government

The most important role of states is the identification of rural tourism sites in thestate. Once that is done, the State governments have to submit project proposals tothe central government for which it receives funds under the CFA scheme (CentralFund Assistance)During implementation stage of rural tourism projects, the state governments havethe role of developing the infrastructure and keeping record of physical andfinancial details.A case study was done by me on the successful Rural Tourism policies in twostates; Sikkim and Andhra Pradesh who have taken independent strides towardsRural Tourism with some degree of success. The case studies of both have beendiscussed as follows:-
SIKKIMSikkim is the perfect site for Rural Tourism in India. The natural beauty andhospitality and a culture of tourism has made it a potential sector with growingrates of more than 15 per cent per annum. (Government, 2008). The Sikkimgovernment policy has been in tune with the Central Government’s policy ontourism infrastructure development. The following steps have been taken by theGovernment of Sikkim independently to boost tourism in the state:-
 Marketing: Tourism occupies a priority sector tag in the state’s budget, andmarketing has been given a big boost through tourism fairs and festivals invarious locations nationally and internationally, with locations ranging fromBangalore, New Delhi to London, Bali and other locations. The Government haswon numerous tourism awards for its efforts in the area.
 Rural Development: Realizing the potential of Rural Tourism as a harbinger ofdevelopment, the state government has launched two plans, which are thetribal sub-plan(TSP) and the scheduled class sub plan(SCSP) for training ofmarginalized sections of the society to gain employment in tourism activities.
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The government has allocated Rupees 1.13 crores for this engagement. Thefollowing table shows the different skill training programs under the schemes.

Table 7–Total Trainees – 397.

 Infrastructure: With the need of the development of a successful tourismpolicy requires adequate infrastructure development especially in ageographical location such as Sikkim which is in the north east and is not easilyaccessible.  60 % of the total funds allocated to the north east for tourismdevelopment purposes have been utilized by Sikkim.
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Table 8- Sikkim Rural Tourism Projects. Source- Annual report, Sikkim Tourism ,

2009-10

 NGOs

The main NGOs associated with the rural tourism projects are ITRHD, INTACH,Grass Routes, EQUATIONS and DHAN Foundation. Each of the NGOs has anindividual role which is working on different aspects.
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 ITRHD:Indian Trust for Rural Heritage and Development has been instrumental inconserving heritage and culture of many rural areas which would have beenforever lost without timely intervention.The following are the objectives of ITRHD. (ITRHD) .
 Identify those areas of tradition and heritage in rural and tribal India whosevalue in historical, cultural, spiritual or economic terms is intrinsic to theidentity of the residents of those areas and whose preservation andconservation can play a substantial role in enhancing the quality of life.
 Identify and document the built, natural, living and intangible heritage assetsthroughout rural and tribal India, including those represented in urban areas,in a systematic manner, and to maintain a permanent record of all suchdocumentation.
 Take steps for the preservation and conservation of heritage assets in ruralareas, and of those assets in non-rural areas that represent linkage with ruralorigins, in full cooperation with local communities and stakeholders.
 Undertake programs of revival and enhancement of rural heritage assets insuch a way as to foster local economic development, provide improvement incivic and other infrastructure, encourage improvements in education,healthcare and gender equality, and in general to promote the betterment ofthe lives of the residents of the concerned communities.
 Create and stimulate awareness amongst the general public of the richness,variety and importance of India's rural heritage, and of the importance ofpreserving and nurturing the built, natural, and intangible heritage of ruralareas.
 Design, facilitate and enable implementation of programs and initiatives for theenhancement of the rural economy and livelihoods, benefiting in particular thehealth and social well-being of rural women and children.
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 Adopt, promote and facilitate the use of all current IT communications systemsand technologies, to enable cost-effective and environmentally responsivemeans of communication for program management, outreach engagement andfacilitation of rural communities and other potential participants in all Trustprograms. This is especially important in view of the dispersed nature of theparticipating communities.
 Take steps for the protection of endangered heritage buildings, monuments,sites, natural resources, and living traditions of rural and tribal India.
 Work in close coordination with NGOs, national and internationalorganisations, and local, regional and national government bodies on all of theabove areas.
 Work in close coordination with the tourism industry in relation to thedevelopment and enhancement of rural heritage tourism and its impact on thelocal community.
 Ensure the registration / protection of intellectual property rights of traditionalknowledge systems in rural and tribal India.
 Provide advisory, intellectual, financial and technical assistance towardspreservation of heritage resources and assets in rural and tribal areas anddevelopment of such assets to enhance the well being of the concernedcommunities.
 INTACH:The Indian National Trust for Art and Cultural Heritage was formed in 1982and is India’s largest NGO which handles conservation and preservation ofIndia’s natural, cultural heritage. My mentor Shri S.K Misra was the chairman ofINTACH. INTACH has its own Heritage tourism division which was set up inDecember 2005.The projects which INTACH has taken up with collaboration with the centralgovernment are of Paragpur in Himachal Pradesh and Raghrajpur in Orissa
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which has now been promoted as a heritage village and was awarded by thegovernment for excellence.
 DHAN Foundation:Development of Humane Action foundation or DHAN foundation is an NGOwhich was formed on October, 1997 whose aim is to bring upon innovation fordevelopment to root out poverty. DHAN Foundation led the ‘Tourism forDevelopment’ initiative which is an outcome of four year pilot project‘Endogenous tourism for Rural Livelihoods implemented in Karaikudi andKazugumalai in Tamil Nadu with support of UNDP (United NationsDevelopment Programme) and Government of India.
 EQUATIONS:The equitable tourism organization was founded in 1985 is a researchcampaign and advocacy organization which studies economic, social, culturaland environmental impact of tourism in local communities. Their methods ofwork involve research, campaigns and advocacy and networking, both onlineand offline. EQUATIONS have been one of the first NGOs which have advocatedRural Tourism expansion long before it was a policy initiative of the Ministry ofTourism.
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4. Results and Discussions

4.1 Findings from the literature

The basic findings from the literature review were following.

 The pattern which can be seen among unsuccessful projects is that theimplementation of hardware and software components regarding the ruraltourism projects have been unsatisfactory, sometimes not even started atall.
 The endogenous reason as to failure of projects is that there has beennegligible inflow of tourists to the rural tourism areas. An example of this isthe rural tourism project at Puttaparthi because the site maintains anadequate inflow of tourists because of it being a religious tourism site,hence a boost is also given to the rural tourism in the area which has led tothe improvement in socio – economic conditions of the local people residingthere
 One of the most important factors which I garnered from the literaturestudy is that most of the unsuccessful projects are situated in areas whichare difficult to reach, for example in north east which takes at least a day forthe tourists to reach even from the major airports. Hence the broad factorson which the success of the rural tourism projects ultimately depend on canbe classified into four factors.

o Location
o Vicinity from existing tourist spots
o Diligent implementation of policies
o Maintenance of all infrastructure, physical and non-physical

 There is a serious lack of awareness among the tourists about the ruraltourism projects which have been started by the Ministry of Tourism.
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 Exogenous factors such as climate, political situation and geographicallocations play a huge role in the success of these rural tourism projects. Forexample, all 5 of the rural tourism projects implemented in Chhattisgarh bythe ministry have failed due to the Naxal problem.
4.2 Finding from the fields and impact on the theoretical focus of the project

 Interaction with mentorThe discussions with my mentor Shri S.K. Misra provided me a foundationupon which I built my project. During discussions with my mentor I cameacross the work of his NGO Indian Trust for Rural Heritage and Developmentwhich promotes heritage and cultural conservation through promotion of ruraltourism in India.  He provided me with a basic framework and discussed two ofhis pilot projects of one of which I took as a primary research case study. Thetwo are discussed below
o The first project he explained was of Azamgarh district of Uttar Pradeshwhich has three neighbouring villages; Hariharpur, Nizamabad andMubarakpur. Hariharpur is famous for its classical music lineage,Nizamabad for its craft in black pottery and Mubarakpur for silk sariweaving. Shri. Misra then provided me with reports on the above three thatbeing in proximity with Varanasi(about 70 kms) , a rural tourism model canbe developed wherein as tourist inflow to these areas can lead toconservation of these crafts which are slowly getting lost over time.
o The second project was of Rakhigarhi village in Hissar district of Haryanawhich lies on the remains of Harappan civilization dating as far as 5000years old. The details of the case study are mentioned below.
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Another important factor discussed with the mentor was the role of Eco-Tourism in driving the domestic tourism demand in the country which reflectsthe changing consumer patterns and lifestyle changes in India post high growthperiod with an emergence of a new middle class. With further discussions fromcontacts provided by the mentor, I gained insight into Eco-tourism modelswhich can help in rural tourism development with conservation ofenvironment.
 Survey resultsA survey was conducted by me after consultations with my mentor regardingthe tastes and preferences of tourists regarding Rural Tourism. The survey isgiven in the annexure. The sample size for the survey was 250 and includedboth an online form as well as physical questionnaire.The sample base mostly consisted of upper middle class people in the 20s to50s age group. To avoid having a sample bias, I have modelled my sampleresults for this group only which reflects the primary target group for domesticRural Tourism in India (the other major group being foreign tourists). Thefollowing are the major results which come out of the survey.
 Internet now plays a very important role as a medium for not just themarketers for tourism spots but as a tool for searching and planning oftourist spots. In just a decade, about 40% of the people use internet as aprimary tool for planning of their vacations, which is an aid to RuralTourism which has a dearth of proper marketing and can make use oftechnology to boost its demand. This shows the impact ICT can have in thefuture as still, even in upper middle class families, 53% of the base stilldepend on friends and family for travel organization.
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Figure- 4

 The questionnaire included a proper definition of Rural Tourism as there isa tendency to misrepresent RT. When asked if people had experienced anyform of RT before, 55% of the base said yes, and when asked to give details,the answers included places such as Surajkund which doesn’t fit into thedefinition of RT. After reading the proper definition of what RT actuallyentails, a staggering 82% of the base exhibited their interest in experiencingrural tourism.

Figure 5

 One major finding of the survey was that 60% of the people want toexperience rural home stays as compared to rural tourist lodges. This is anencouraging result which is true to the spirit of Rural Tourism. RuralTourism is only effective when the community are the major stakeholders
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in the project and liberated from outside forces. The economic benefits alsoare maximum when the artisans take it on themselves to provide lodginginstead of any third party. This is reinforced by the fact that even thetourists would like a more complete rural experience with a more culturalattachment with the villagers.

Figure 6

 The most important result of the survey was what facilities would thetourists demand from their tourism experience and the factors whichmatter most for them. The two most important factors are Appeal of theplace and physical infrastructure or the ‘hardware’ which basicallycomprises of sanitation, sewerage, drinking water facilities, roads, othertourist constructions. These two comprise about 70% of the tourist needscompared to other factors such as ‘Software’ ( adequate training of villagersfor tourist activities such as guides, English speaking, handling of touristsetc.), phone and internet connectivity and accessibility from major cities.
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Figure 7
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Field Visit

The primary research within the scope of my project included a survey andthrough observation. This latter was achieved through a field visit to a proper ruraltourist village where I interacted with the stakeholders there as well as observedthe facilities there. I selected the village of Rakhigarhi with the consent of mymentor where my objective was to get a glimpse of Rural Tourism in action andidentify the parameters on which Rural Tourism can be evaluated and hence athorough evaluation of all such parameters was done and the inferences weredocumented.
IntroductionRakhigarhi village in Hissar district of Haryana comprises of two villagePanchayats, Rakhi Shahpur and Rakhi  Khas. The village is the site of 5000 year oldIndus Valley Civilization. Situated 150 kilometres from Delhi as well asChandigarh,; the site is one of the potential Rural tourism sites in the near future.There has been evidence of paved roads, drainage systems, storage systems, terra-cotta brick structures; jewellery made from gold and also semi precious stones hasbeen found.
Parameters evaluatedThe parameters evaluated can be broadly classified in the following categories:-

 Physical Infrastructure

The Physical Infrastructure in Rakhigarhi needs a lot to be desired if the site isto be a rural tourism site. There is a lack of general hygiene and sanitation withpoor drinking water facilities with poor water quality, dearth of drinking waterresources, poor toilet infrastructure.
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Figure 8- Physical InfrastructureThe hand pumps examined by me as shown in the figure were running dry andmost of the villagers claimed that water and electricity were big issues andproved to be a nightmare for the number of tourists and researchers whoalready come there.
 Tourist Infrastructure

There is no tourism infrastructure in place and negligible skill developmentcurrently in Rakhigarhi. Handling of tourists if any is solely done on a randombasis primarily looked after by the Sarpanch of the village who personallyhandles any grievances and facilities required by the tourists.
 Employment

According to my discussion with the Sarpanch, who showed me the records, thepopulation of Rakhigarhi stands at 13000-14,000 people, out of whom 1.5 percent of the people are self employed, 5 % in a government job, and rest of allare employed in Agriculture.
 Funding
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The funding for the tourism project hasn’t been provided by the Central or eventhe State Government which has led to the delay of development of the project.However, ITRHD has got a sanctioned amount of Rs. 1.75 Crores from RelianceIndustries under the Corporate Social Responsibility Initiative.
 Local Government Involvement

The local Government or the Panchayat has joined hands the NGO ITRHD forany project related activity and has also offered up to two acres of land for thetourism project.
 NGO involvement

ITRHD (Indian Trust for Rural Heritage and Development ) has mostimportantly raised the concept of rural tourism in Rakhigarhi and my mentor,Shri. S.K. Misra has visited the site umpteen times to propose his vision oftourism development in the village. His NGO has collectively worked with ASI,Deccan College, Pune and also brought about funding from Reliance Industries.The rural tourism model which he has proposed is covered under the work tobe done section.
 Tourist inflow

Currently about 100 tourists visit the village every year with intentions ofheritage witnessing and research purposes of the five thousand years old site.
 Marketing

The village has a webpage – www.rakhigarhi.in and a Facebook page as well.The marketing efforts has also been done through the efforts of ITRHD andresulted in marketing through various newspaper articles and magazines.
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Figure 9- Marketing of Rakhigarhi in the popular hindi newspaper Dainik

Jagaran.

 Local community awarenessMy interviews with Mr. Dinesh and Mr. Wazir Chand Saroe revealed that thecommunity is aware of the importance of the site and the significance of theHarappan Civilization. The local community however doesn’t understand thepotential tourism can bring into the development of the village However; thereis a lot of scope in training of villagers
 Accessibility to the village

The village is about 150 kilometers from Delhi. The nearest town is Jind, fromwhich the village is 26 kilometers. The road network is good, but there needs tobe a higher frequency of bus service, as currently there is only a single timewhere the bus comes to and fro the village.
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 Health and Education status

The health and education standards in the village were poor. Though there wasa senior secondary school, more efforts need to be emphasized for steps inprimary education and tertiary education. The nearest college was about 10kilometers from the village, with only a single bus plying. More problematicwas the health scenario as there was only one health centre in the village thattoo which offered Ayurvedic treatment. Education and Health developmentwould lead to higher skill development which would prove to be a worthwhileinvestment once tourism flourishes in the area.
 Expectation of the community regarding tourism

The community understood the significance and value of Harappan civilization,and also understands the potential economic benefits tourism activity canbring for them in the near future. However, during my visit, it was evident thatthe community was pessimistic and impatient regarding the development oftheir village. This was because of lack of Government efforts in the past despitepromises handed out to them which made them believe that the whole idea oftourism generation is a farce.
Work to be done

According to my mentor, for Rakhigarhi to be a successful Rural Tourism project, alot of work needs to be done in the coming few years and that too as soon aspossible as there is a risk of the local community losing faith on the model whichwas also witnessed by me during my field visit, where the villagers were impatientregarding the development of tourist activity in the village.
The work to be done can only be undertaken once there is sufficient amount offunding available for the developmental activities. This is where the importance ofCSR or Corporate Social Responsibility comes in wherein funds are released byhighly profitable corporates which is done efficiently and in a time saving manner
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to the best rated NGOs in the field rather than the already cash strapped andusually inefficient Government departments.
For Rakhigarhi, an amount of Rupees Two Crores has been sanctioned by RelianceIndustries for development of a rural tourism project which would start as soon asASI completes excavation activities in two of the seven mounds. The plannedprojects are as follows:-
 Conservation, restoration of historic and specific buildings of vernaculararchitecture and conversion of them into lodges and museum.
 Drinking Water facilities and creation of Community toilets.
 A Primary health centre with nursing activities.
 Computer training for villagers and creation of a computer training centerwhich can also work as a cyber café.
 Skill development relating to Tourism and hospitality industry through NGOs,which include training of guides and training for families involved in ruralhome stays.
 Other non-immediate steps include harnessing of solar energy instruments andforay into Organic Farming as a step towards Agri-Tourism.
Photographs

Some of the photos from my field visit are provided as follows. :-
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Figure10- This is start of Indus Valley remains with the RDR-2 mound dating 5000 years.

Figure-11: This is a senior secondary school which has been recently established.
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Figure-12 This is an example of vernacular architecture which needs to be conserved.

Figure- 13- The mound which is to be excavated by ASI from October.
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5. Recommendations, Scope and Strategy for Implementation

5.1 Recommendation & Scope

 According to all the literature review gone through, it is pretty evident thata generalized model can’t be applied to a country as Heterogeneous as Indiain so many parameters. The scheme should be flexible; depending upon thelocation the project is being implemented in and should be adapted to thoseparameters. This also follows the point that the same amount of funds can’tbe allocated for every project. Each project has different requirements andthe funding should be allocated on consideration of such finer points.

 The data suggests that with the number of projects that the ministryhandles, the amount of funding gets reduced to very marginal amountswhich is not enough to develop sustainable rural tourism. The currentexpenditure according to the Central fund assistance scheme by theministry of tourism is about Rs. 20 lakhs. This is too less to promotetourism development. Hence one recommendation would be to reduce thenumber of projects and carry out rural tourism projects in phases with apriority grade. That is if a rural tourism project is carried out in four phases,
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then the first phase should include the projects which have the mostpotential in being successful so that there is a positive awareness amongtourists which can boost subsequent projects. The current status which isavailable on the ministry report shows that with current funding, thedevelopment of physical infrastructure in most of the rural tourist sites ispartial and incomplete with no adequate funds for marketing.

 The current Rural Tourism projects are carried out completely by thegovernment’s initiative. However there is a huge scope for Public PrivatePartnership in Rural Tourism which can attract investors but also lead todevelopment of rural tourist sites and give further room for inclusivegrowth.
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 The location of the projects should be as such to be in proximity with anymajor city or established tourist spot. My mentor Shri. S.K . Misra has usedthis strategy for rural tourism initiative in Azamgarh district of UP wherethe three proposed rural tourism sites, Hariharpur , Nizamabad andMubarakpur all lie within 70 kilometers from Varanasi so that all thesethree tourist spots can be covered within a single day as an extension tovacation in Varanasi.
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 On going through various reports through secondary research, there was alack of proper research on Rural Tourism unlike the kinds in countries suchas Romania and China where proper academic studies are undertaken fortourism development. This is even more problematic for State Governmentreports which provided sub-standard material on tourism expansionanalysis. Hence there is an urgent need for an independent research,development and analysis wing for tourism demand and structures in eachstate of India.
 During a discussion with my mentor, he told me the inadequacies inherentin the current model of funding and implementation of Rural Touristprojects. Hence he called for greater privatization in a welfare orientedmodel. This includes the greater role of CSR funding and NGOimplementation. This would provide more efficiency and minimum delaysin the projects.

 One major demand side problem that I noticed was a serious lack ofawareness for different rural tourism sites and even if there wasawareness, according to my survey, there was a general apprehensionfor tourists to independently travel to such locations. The promotionproblem can be solved through tying up with NGOs which already haveexperience of providing package tour services to different rural tourism
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sites. One of these NGOs is Grassroutes which has successfully managedto make rural tourism more appealing through its marketing strategies.
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6. Future work

The two months spent in this internship provided a lot of insight on the basicissues plaguing Rural Tourism but such a broad topic is not coverable in such ashort span of time. In future, I have decided to keep contact with my mentor, anddo more surveys if possible and improve the precision of recommendations offeredin the final report. What more can be done in the project with an expanded timeframe is the following:-
 Make a short movie or documentary regarding my project and distribute it onthe social media.
 Attend more Rural Tourism seminars which are regularly hosted in IndiaInternational Centre and other Cultural centres.
 Visit rural tourism sites and study them on the basis of their potential andcurrent management of tourist infrastructure if any.
 Follow up on my RTI application and send more RTI queries regarding theamount sanctioned under the Central Fund Assistance scheme of NationalRural Tourism policy 2002.
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Questionnaire1. What is your age?a. 10-20b. 20-30c. 30-40d. 40-50e. 50-60
2. How do you normally travel for leisure?a. Standardb. Luxuryc. Adventurous
3. Have you experienced any form of rural tourism? ( Rural tourism isresponsible travel to natural and rural areas that conserves theenvironment and sustains the well being of local people. It provides anauthentic experience of rural lifestyle and an opportunity to interactwith the villagers.)a. Yesb. No
4. Whom do you normally travel with?a. Aloneb. Familyc. Friendsd. Partner
5. Average length of your vacation?a. Less than one weekb. More than one week
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6. How do you organize your travel?a. Internetb. Travel Agencyc. Family and Friends
7. What would you like in your vacations?a. Nature and wildlifeb. Adventure activitiesc. Heritage and Cultured. Spirituality
8. During a vacation, would you like only traditional hotels and resorts orwould you like to experience proper rural tourism?a. Hotel and resortsb. Rural Tourism too
9. Where would you like to stay in a rural tourism experience?a. Rural Lodgesb. Rural Home Stays
10. Where did you hear about rural tourism?a. Social Mediab. Televisionc. Newspapers and magazinesd. Word of Mouthe. None of the Above
11. Which of the following factors matter to you the most in a rural tourismexperience?a. Appealb. Physical Infrastructure
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c. Accessibilityd. Training of villagerse. Internet and phone connectivity
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7. Conclusion

The concept of Rural Tourism is still in its nascent phase with still a lot of scope forexperimentation for an appropriate model to be formed which could be adapted tovarious sites in the country according to needs. The main focus needs to be ofaligning Rural Tourism with sustainable development. Hence for SustainableTourism Development, a three way relation between the environment, the localcommunity and tourism enterprises needs to be balanced, which is indeed thechallenge which needs to be overcome.Rural Tourism is a theoretical concept which has only be followed until now indeveloped countries with moderate success, but a country like India is in a uniqueposition to grab the opportunities in line with the immense potential due toendowments of natural and cultural resources but equally faces enoughconstraints in the form of weak policy regulation and lack of awareness whichneeds to be tackled through intervention by not just the government and NGOs butan active participation by local communities with use of adequate funding andharnessing of information and communication technology, taking account of otherfactors as selection of tourism sites and accessibility from major cities and towns.The strategies to expand and promote rural tourism are essentially structural ones,which involve tweaking in the existing mechanism of policy but with a huge scopeof efficiency improvement, which can go a long way in harnessing the potentialrural tourism offers in the overall development of the rural economy.
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